F82
Slim, symmetrical sight-line bi-folding doors
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Sight-line dimension refers to the overall width of the sash and frame
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SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE 1:1

96.5mm
55mm

U

VALUE
TRIPLE

0.9

U

VALUE
DOUBLE

1.3
122mm

STANDARD FEATURES
28mm double glazed
Unique flush pop-out handle for ease
of operation, removing the need for
additional unsightly handles
Unique traffic door handle
Heavy duty compact rollers as standard
Both frame and cill sight-lines of 97mm
122mm slim-line interlock
Larger glazing area
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OPTIONAL FEATURES
Square bead
Triple glazed
Available in a range of opening configurations
Available in a range of single or dual colour and
anodised finishes
All configurations available open in and open out
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F82

HARDWARE FINISHES

WHITE

SILVER

ANTHRACITE

BLACK

The F82 Door Handle has a slim, squared appearance that suites with the door leaf handle. For a
cleaner, simpler aesthetic, the escutcheon is separate to the handle.

WHITE

SILVER

ANTHRACITE

with key inserted

BLACK

UNIQUE ‘T’-BAR HANDLE
The F82 ‘T-Bar’ Handle use a press-and-rotate action
that provides an ergonomic, easy-turn design that lies
almost flush against the door leaf frame enabling the
open doors to stack against each other with minimal
gap in between them.
For added convenience, the locking key folds
flat too should the doors be folded with the
key inserted
STANDARD FINISHES

Pure White
RAL 9010
GLOSS
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Jet Black
RAL 9005
MATT

Anthracite
Grey
RAL 7016
MATT

key extended

key folded

OPTIONAL DOOR FINISHES
A wide range of RAL
colours and finishes
are available to
complement any
style or period
of home

Chocolate
Brown
RAL 8017
MATT
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We understand the desire for
slimmer sight-lines, which
is why the Luminia F82 has been
designed with symmetrical, slim
outer frame rebates.
Combined with a 122mm
meeting style and a frame
to glass sigh-tline of 97mm, the
F82 boasts greater glazing areas
that flood a room with more
natural light than ever before.
TYPICAL CONFIGURATIONS

Single

Single

4-4-0

French

2-2-0

4-2-2

4-3-1

KEY

5-2-3

6-3-3

7-6-1

7-7-0

3-2-1

5-5-0

6-5-1

6-6-0

Door slides
and stacks
to the left

3-3-0

7-3-4

OPTIONS

Trafﬁc door
opens to
the left

Trafﬁc door
opens to
the right

Door slides
and stacks
to the right

Outward
Opening

Inward
Opening

Outward Opening
French Doors

Inward Opening
French Doors

In our ongoing quest to provide the highest quality products for our customers, our designs and specifications are subject to change without notice.
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